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AP® PHYSICS

2017 SCORING GUIDELINES
General Notes About 2017 AP Physics Scoring Guidelines
1. The solutions contain the most common method of solving the free-response questions and the
allocation of points for this solution. Some also contain a common alternate solution. Other methods of
solution also receive appropriate credit for correct work.
2. The requirements that have been established for the paragraph length response in Physics 1 and
Physics 2 can be found on AP Central at
https://secure-media.collegeboard.org/digitalServices/pdf/ap/paragraph-length-response.pdf.
3. Generally, double penalty for errors is avoided. For example, if an incorrect answer to part (a) is
correctly substituted into an otherwise correct solution to part (b), full credit will usually be awarded.
One exception to this may be cases when the numerical answer to a later part should be easily
recognized as wrong, e.g., a speed faster than the speed of light in vacuum.
4. Implicit statements of concepts normally receive credit. For example, if use of the equation expressing a
particular concept is worth one point, and a student’s solution embeds the application of that equation to
the problem in other work, the point is still awarded. However, when students are asked to derive an
expression it is normally expected that they will begin by writing one or more fundamental equations,
such as those given on the exam equation sheet. For a description of the use of such terms as “derive”
and “calculate” on the exams, and what is expected for each, see “The Free-Response SectionsStudent
Presentation” in the AP Physics; Physics C: Mechanics, Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism Course
Description or “Terms Defined” in the AP Physics 1: Algebra-Based and AP Physics 2: Algebra-Based
Course and Exam Description.
5. The scoring guidelines typically show numerical results using the value g = 9.8 m s 2 , but use of

10 m s 2 is of course also acceptable. Solutions usually show numerical answers using both values when
they are significantly different.
6. Strict rules regarding significant digits are usually not applied to numerical answers. However, in some
cases answers containing too many digits may be penalized. In general, two to four significant digits are
acceptable. Numerical answers that differ from the published answer due to differences in rounding
throughout the question typically receive full credit. Exceptions to these guidelines usually occur when
rounding makes a difference in obtaining a reasonable answer. For example, suppose a solution requires
subtracting two numbers that should have five significant figures and that differ starting with the fourth
digit (e.g., 20.295 and 20.278). Rounding to three digits will lose the accuracy required to determine the
difference in the numbers, and some credit may be lost.
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AP® PHYSICS 2
2017 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 4
10 points total
(a)

Distribution
of points

1 point

For an arrow pointing outward from the object, along a diagonal of the square and away
from the object with charge -2Q , with no other arrows

1 point

(b)
i.

3 points

For correctly determining magnitudes of the field from individual objects
The fields from the +2Q objects cancel. This can be implicit or explicit in the
calculations.
For the -2Q object, E = 2 kQ d 2
For the +Q object, E = kQ d 2
For correctly adding the individual fields
E = 3kQ d 2
For showing the correct direction on the diagram, along a diagonal of the square and
toward the object with charge -2Q
ii.

1 point

1 point
1 point

1 point
For showing a correct scalar potential summation
A final answer is not required; however, no credit is given if an incorrect final answer is
included.
V   k d  2Q  Q  2Q  2Q   3kQ d
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1 point

AP® PHYSICS 2
2017 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 4 (continued)
Distribution
of points

(c)

5 points
For indicating that electric potential energy is the energy stored in a configuration of
charged objects
For indicating that the change in potential energy is equal to the work done by an
external force to create a particular configuration
For indicating that moving the object with +2Q charge results in an increase in energy
and indicating that moving the object with +Q charge results in a decrease in
energy (i.e., for showing understanding that moving charges of the same sign closer
together increases the energy and/or moving charges of opposite sign closer together
decreases the energy, with some support such as U = kqQ r or a description of
doing work against forces)
For indicating that the net result is an increase in the energy with some explanation
For a logical, relevant, and internally consistent response that addresses the required
argument or question asked, and follows the guidelines described in the published
requirements for the paragraph-length response
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1 point
1 point
1 point

1 point
1 point

P2 Q4 A1
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P2 Q4 A2
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P2 Q4 B1
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P2 Q4 B2
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P2 Q4 C1
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AP® PHYSICS 2
2017 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 4
Overview
This question assessed learning objectives 2.C.4.2, 3.C.2.3, 5.B.2.1, 5.B.4.1, and 5.B.4.2.
The responses to this question were expected to demonstrate the following:
• Demonstrate the ability to correctly sum vectors in the form of multiple electrostatic forces.
• Understanding how the fields from individual charges contribute to an overall electric field (through
calculation).
• Understanding how to properly combine vector quantities in two dimensions (for the electric field)
and scalar quantities (for the potential difference).
• Understanding that forces are applied to objects (in this case, charged particles), while potentials and
fields are evaluated at specific locations (with or without objects there).
• Understanding that electric potential energy cannot simply be stored in a single charge, or just in an
electric field by itself, but instead that the energy is stored within a system, due to multiple charges,
or due to a charge moved through a potential difference.
• Understanding that in order to change the internal energy of a system, work must be done by an
external force, so external forces were used to place the charges in their current arrangement, giving
the system that amount of electric potential energy.
• Understanding the difference between electric potential at a certain point within a system, and the
electric potential energy of the system as a whole, and recognizing that rearranging the charges
requires work.
Sample: P2 Q4 A
Score: 9
Parts (a) and (b) earned full credit of 5 points. Part (b) has an explicit indication of the cancellation of fields
from the +2Q charges. The response also clearly shows the summation of the potentials. Part (c) earned 4 out
of 5 points because the effect of the switch of charges is explained with forces and not with electric potential
energy.
Sample: P2 Q4 B
Score: 6
Part (a) earned 1 point for a correctly drawn net electric force arrow. In part (b)(i) the electric field arrow and
the magnitudes of the individual fields are correct, but the individual fields are added as scalars instead of
vectors, so 2 points were earned. The response in part (b)(ii) treats the electric field as a uniform field in the
method used to calculate the potential difference at a distance d away and earned no points. Part (c) earned
3 points for a good description of electric potential energy, for the relationship between electric potential
energy and work, and for writing a coherent paragraph.
Sample: P2 Q4 C
Score: 3
Part (a) earned 1 point for a correctly drawn net electric force arrow. Part (b) also has a correctly drawn
electric field arrow and earned 1 point. There is no attempt to add the fields of the particles, and the electric
potential calculation is missing the charge variable. In part (c) 1 point was earned for writing a paragraph
response related to the situation. The response indicates that the electric potential, not potential energy,
increases, and it does not include any other correct statement.
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